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275. Otto Szâsz: On Lebesgue summability and its generalization to
integrals.
Hardy and Littlewood proved that (C, — a) summability for some positive a < 1 implies Lebesgue summability. The author proves the following generalization: if a series
is summable (C, 1 — a) and the absolute values of the (C, —a) means are bounded
(C, 1), then the series is Lebesgue summable. This summation method is then generalized to integrals and to a general class of trigonometric series. (Received September
29, 1944.)
APPLIED MATHEMATICS

276. Stefan Bergman: Representation of potentials of electric charge
distributions.
The author investigates the harmonic functions V(xk), k=*lt 2, 3, obtained as potentials of charges of the linear density F(Ç) along curves [#**=*&($•), &=«1, 2, 3, ft
S^^ft], where -Fand the & are rational functions of ft F(ft, ft; Xk) is a hyperelliptic
integral, Tf^FG*) [11*0'—av)]~ll2d!;, where the a, are algebraic functions of the a*.
Generalizing his previous considerations (6ee Math. Ann. vol. 101 (1929) p. 534 and
Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 49 (1943) p. 163) and using classical results, the author
studies the F(ft>, ft; Xk) considered as functions of the Xk. Every F can be represented
as a sum of the integrals of the first, second and third kind. The periods Uaflixk) of the
integrals of the first kind are entire functions of the aP. The periods of the integrals of
the second and third kinds can be expressed in a closed form using 0-functions in terms
of the <aap(xk). Every F(ft>, ft; Xk) can be expressed in a closed form using 0-functions in
terms of the otapixk) and the integrals of the first kind. Analogous results are obtained
for the potentials F considered as functions of the #* and some additional parameters
F», say the coefficients of the function &(£). (Received September 29, 1944.)

277. H. W. Eves: Calculating machine computation forms for the
three-point problem on a rectangular coordinate system.
The three-point problem of surveying has been solved by plane table methods,
mechanical methods, trigonometrical methods, geometrical construction methods,
and coordinate geometry methods. In view of the general trend to tie surveys into
the various state plane coordinate systems, and because of the increasing adoption
by engineering concerns of calculating machine procedures to replace the former
logarithmic ones, the last, or coordinate geometry methods, are considered the most
important. In this paper four different geometrical construction solutions are utilized
in building up four corresponding calculating machine forms for finding the coordinates of the observation point in terms of the coordinates of the three observed points
and the two observed angles. These forms do not exhibit any very great differences in
length or simplicity, running from one of forty entries to one of fifty-six entries, and
involving more or less the same combinations of the given elements. One of the forms
is essentially that developed and used by the Tennessee Valley Authority. The others
are believed to be new. (Received September 11, 1944.)

278. I. J. Schoenberg: An interpolation formula derived from heatflow. I.
Let {fn} ( — «> <n< 00) be a real sequence. Consider the function F(x, 0) whose
graph is the polygonal line of vertices (», fn) as a temperature distribution along the

